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Resilience as the Policing of Critique: A Pragmatist Way Forward
Peter Finkenbusch (Coventry University)

Abstract
This article offers a critical review of the main conceptual readings of resilience as a
prominent policy paradigm in international development, security and disaster
management. Focusing on neoliberal, biopolitical, cybernetic and post-liberal
understandings, it probes the possibilities for engaging in a socially transformative
critique of resilience. In particular, the article asks how the resilience discourse polices
critique in a way that includes certain forms of knowledge, such as indigenous, local and
everyday knowledge, while excluding abstract theorizing. What is considered
authoritative knowledge in the resilience discourse? And what are the possibilities for
opposing resilience if it ‘metabolizes critique into its internal dynamic’, as Jeremy Walker
and Melinda Cooper famously argued? How does critique turn from a tool to undermine
dominant knowledge-power regimes into a motor of governance? The article
demonstrates that the more seriously we engage with the underlying ontology of
resilience, the more difficult it becomes to formulate a critique that is not incorporated
into governance. As a possible way forward, the article discusses Luc Boltanski’s
pragmatist sociology of critique.
Keywords: Resilience, critique, governance, (neo) liberalism, pragmatism
Introduction
Over the last decade or so, resilience has moved from the ‘periphery to the centre of
governmental fields of vision’.1 It is now commonly referred to as ‘the organising principle in
contemporary political life’.2 Myriam Dunn Cavelty et al. even claim that resilience today ‘enjoys
the status of a superhero’ – a policy paradigm allegedly able to tackle a wide range of
international governance issues, from security and development to climate change and global
health.3 And Jeremy Walker and Melinda Cooper famously called resilience a ‘pervasive idiom
of global governance’ in a much-cited critical article on the topic.4
Importantly, while resilience discourse has become increasingly popular in the policy world, it
seems weirdly immune to traditional forms of critique. In an early commentary on Resisting
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Resilience, Mark Neocleous claimed that resilience served the interests of state control and
capitalism.5 Although this is a politically powerful claim, it seems somewhat preformulated and
does not take full account of the fact that resilience thinking rose to power without being
promoted by a particular set of actors and without being the product of any ideological struggle.
Resilience thinking has assumed the status of common sense, of revealing a truth about the
world that is ‘really real’, without being anyone’s political project.6 Established forms of critique
geared towards unveiling hidden forms of domination by powerful actors in society seem to
have little purchase when it comes to opposing resilience thinking.
At the heart of the difficulty of opposing resilience in a meaningful way lies its apparent ability
to ‘metabolize critique into its internal dynamic’.7 There seems to be something peculiar about
resilience as a new knowledge-power regime that allows it to ‘inoculate itself against critique’.8
This reminds me of a scene from Woody Allen’s 1969 movie Take the Money and Run. Woody
Allen finds himself in prison. In order to break out, he kneads a block of soap into the shape of
a gun and covers it in black shoe polish. He makes his way out of his prison cell by taking one of
the guards hostage. He makes it all the way to the main gate when it suddenly begins to rain
heavily. His soap gun dissolves into a big foam bubble in front of everyone’s eyes and he is taken
back to his cell. The resilience discourse seems to have such a disarming effect on traditional
forms of critique in the social sciences. Traditional forms of critique in the social sciences were
aimed at deconstructing totalizing knowledge claims and demonstrating how their inculcation
secretly served the interests of powerful actors in society. In those empirical cases where
resilience works as an instantiation of neoliberal governmentality such a form of critique is
powerful and convincing, focusing on responsibilization and marketization.9 However, this
article argues that the more resilience discourse and practice are cohered through an ontology
of unknowability and uncontrollability, the more complicated the project of critique becomes.
In contrast to neoliberal governmentality readings of resilience, this article suggests that
resilience poses a fundamental challenge to critique. Importantly, traditional forms of critique
– aimed at exposing the partiality of knowledge claims – are actively incorporated into the
governance process. As Kevin Grove puts it, critique – understood as the valuation of difference
– turns from being the ‘saboteur’ of governance into its ‘motor’.10
Established critiques of resilience have reverted to a set of normative and analytical foundations
with which to oppose resilience. David Chandler calls for an ethical separation between the
subject and the world.11 Without an external subject position, it is not possible to govern life in
an instrumental, socially transformative way. By understanding humans as always, already
embedded in complex socio-ecological systems the resilience discourse erodes this liberal
governing position and, instead, interpellates the subject to work on herself in order to change
5
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the world. Rather than the problems of the world existing ‘out there’ – in underlying economic
structures and market relations – they become reframed as unethical consumer choices. The
problem with Chandler’s normative reconstitution of the political subject and the modernist
form of governing is that it contradicts the ontological assumptions of complexity theory.
Reaffirming phenomenological constructions of the world seems to be a necessary element of
socially transformative critique. But for resilience thinking this merely blocks a context sensitive
understanding of systems and keeps life from unfolding its self-organizing power. For the
proponents of resilience, relevant knowledge is always partial, situated and context specific.
Chandler’s post-liberal critique of resilience is not as easily absorbed into governance as the
classic neoliberal argument. But his normative defence of liberal government does not compute
well with a resilience framework. Unlike traditional neoliberalism with its focus on rational
choice subjects and efficient markets, resilience discourse deliberately refrains from authorizing
any one particular kind of knowledge. Therefore, it would seem as if resilience thinking cannot
be meaningful opposed by positing a pre-defined normative yardstick, such as the liberal
subject. What is more, it would seem as if modernist forms of critique – targeting totalizing
knowledge claims and the underlying political interests they serve – are precisely what
resilience discourse feeds on. Thus, the puzzle of resilience is to formulate a critique which is
neither metabolized into governance by suggesting a totalizing knowledge claim on the part of
those in power nor grounded on a predefined normative benchmark. Only a critique which takes
onboard resilience’s own core values and assumptions will be able to effectively challenge its
de-humanising and de-politicising effects.
This article argues that Luc Boltanski’s pragmatist sociology of critique can serve as a way
forward.12 Pragmatist critique builds on the moral concerns of actors en situation, rather than
a pregiven political anthropology. It generates normativity from the bottom up, rather than
reverting to a liberal-universal ideal. Importantly, social scientists play a key role in
systematizing and generalising these local insights. They help situated actors compare their
living conditions with those of others. By proposing shared explanations for actors in similar
circumstances, they help them relate to each other and engage in collective action. This is not
ivory tower science, but activist research connecting the everyday understanding of situated
actors with abstract theorizing. In this way, pragmatist critique takes onboard resilience’s call
to include local, situated, everyday knowledge as well as the critical potential of the social
sciences to formulate abstract knowledge and help envision an alternative future. The unique
selling point of pragmatism, when it comes to reinvigorating the critique of resilience, is that it
is able to take onboard the bottom-up understandings of situated actors while also appreciating
the need for general social theory. Pragmatism aligns intuitively with resilience in that
knowledge production is seen as a joint venture of multiple stakeholders, both laymen and
(social) scientists. However, since pragmatism produces meaning collaboratively between
situated actors and social scientists it is able to offer a powerful critique of the de-politicising
and dehumanising neoliberal iterations of resilience: Everyday actors can legitimately voice
their opposition to responsibilization and marketization while social scientists contribute
systematic explanations in the form of social theory. Building on the work of Luc Boltanski, this
article works out how a pragmatist approach to critique can incorporate resilience’s ‘deeply
experimental ethos’ 13 as well as its drive to include local, everyday voices, while still being able
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to ‘rise towards generality’ 14 and, thus, avoid the dehumanising and depoliticising effects of
neoliberal iterations of resilience.

Resilience as Neoliberal Governmentality: Reinforcing Responsibilization and Marketization
For Foucauldian governmentality studies, resilience discourse falls into the general fold of
neoliberalism.15 According to Marc Welsh, resilience promotes a set of ‘archetypal
governmental technologies of neoliberalism’: government-at-a-distance, individual
responsibilization and ‘practices of subjectification that produce suitably prudent autonomous
and entrepreneurial subjects in a world of naturalized uncertainty and risk’.16 Resilience spreads
the responsibility for managing an uncertain future throughout society and puts the burden on
the (mal-) adaptive subject.17
This section focuses on the work of Jonathan Joseph on resilience as a paradigmatic example of
the neoliberal governmentality perspective. Joseph’s book on Varieties of Resilience as well as
his earlier interpretation of Resilience as Embedded Neoliberalism will inform the discussion.18
Joseph’s reading of resilience is influenced by post-structuralist arguments on governmentality
from the 1990s.19 He argues that resilience interpellates subjects as ‘enterprising, active and
responsible citizens’.20 According to Joseph, resilience proposes a view of the world as beyond
our control and prediction, full of surprises and contingencies.21 Importantly, the resilience
discourse moves relatively quickly from a ‘fuzzy’ big picture to reinforcing disciplinary rule at
the micro level. While the macro level might be unpredictable and uncontrollable, individuals
can hope to survive better by ‘show[ing] their own initiative as active and reflexive agents
capable of adaptive behaviour’.22 In this way, resilience works as a classic neoliberal rationality
‘appealing to the freedom and autonomy of the governed, promoting the ideas of responsibility,
self-awareness and self-regulation’.23 Subjects are encouraged to act ‘freely’ in a responsible
manner.24 In so doing, resilience devolves responsibility for crisis management to the individual
and community, rather than looking to the state for help.25 In a nutshell, the resilience discourse
is seen as yet-another modality for ‘rolling-out neoliberal governmentality’.26 There is nothing
fundamentally new about resilience as a governmental rationality in a complex and
interconnected world. Behind resilience as a neoliberal governance approach lies the familiar
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theme of promoting free markets and private enterprise.27 While resilience paints a picture of
the world as complex and unpredictable, there is still a specific market logic with which to
govern. The ‘free market’ continues to serve as an abstract ‘model’ of governance and a
yardstick for individual behaviour.28 In the neoliberal argument, ideas about complexity and
unknowability really work as tropes to install ever more rigid forms of ‘population
management’.29 Here, there is an instrumentalist view of resilience which sees it as a means for
entrenching neoliberalism and market relations: ‘Rather than constituting a break from
previous strategy, resilience invokes new notions of uncertainty and complexity in order to
intensify the process of institutional reform and monitoring’.30
The neoliberal reading of resilience as responsibilising and increasing state surveillance has
been substantiated by other, more micro-level empirical studies. For example, in their research
on urban counter-terrorism strategies in the UK, Jon Coaffee et al. have demonstrated how a
resilience approach to (in-) security tends to ‘decentralize risk management responsibilities to
a range of stakeholders’.31 The resilience discourse propagates the view that ‘we all […] have a
role to play in reducing the vulnerability to risk, and in mitigating the impact of a disaster
event’.32 33 In a similar vein, Dan Bulley has pointed out critically that
‘passing over responsibility to local volunteers, ‘champions’ and organisations is
not about empowerment per se, but forming subjects, placing them in a hierarchy,
drilling (and scaring) them into more manageable, directable (and resilient)
individuals and communities’.34

While Coaffee et al. and Bulley clearly seem critical of this trend, Paul Aldrich explicitly
celebrates the capacity for autonomous recovery by local communities.35 Aldrich argues that
top-down state intervention often causes negative unintended consequences in post-disaster
situations. Instead Aldrich calls for ‘leveraging the power of people’.36 Even communities with
‘low income’ and ‘little outside aid’ can help themselves by building on ‘denser social networks
and tighter bonds’.37
The neoliberal reading of resilience has triggered some critique. It is now often argued that the
link between resilience and neoliberalism should be treated more as an open empirical question
27
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than a conceptual given. As Ben Anderson has asked provokingly, ‘[h]ow do we make resilience
into an object of inquiry rather than reproduce consoling accounts that repeat what is already
well known in other critiques of (neo-) liberalism?’.38 Similarly, Delf Rothe critiques the tendency
to subsume resilience under the broad banner of neoliberalism. He sees the ‘resulting heuristic
[as] inevitably narrow[ing] the analytical perspective and blur[ring] empirical findings that do
not fit its pre-established categories’.39
What matters for the purpose of this article is that in the neoliberal reading of resilience critique
opposes an alleged totalizing knowledge claim. As with the general neoliberalization of society
and economy since Reagan and Thatcher in the 1980s and the Washington Consensus of the
1990s, resilience can be opposed in an unproblematic way by equating it with marketization
and responsibilization. Behind the facade of bottom-up governance lies continued state control.
Although resilience talks up the role of local empowerment, the agenda is actually ‘still directed
by the state’.40 The discourse of bottom-up governance and local ownership does not speak for
any deeper ontological commitments. It merely serves as a legitimizing rhetoric for continued
top-down social engineering. For Joseph, resilience ‘is in reality a top-down approach whereby
government tells people what to do and forces them to agree to a particular agenda and way
of seeing things’.41 Here, critique is unproblematic because the discourse of complexity is not
engaged with on an ontological but a rhetorical level. Weirdly, the world is portrayed as
unknowable and uncontrollable at the macro-level, but at the micro-level governance is able to
operate through reductionist (liberal) notions of the efficient market, creative private sector
and rational-choice individual. Resilience is still a fundamentally neoliberal governmental
technology aimed at producing rational-choice subjects. For Joseph, resilience follows an
entrenched totalizing logic of marketization and responsibilization.42

Resilience as Biopolitics: Living through Vulnerability
A deeper engagement with the ontology of resilience and its political implications emerges in
the work of Brad Evans and Julian Reid on biopolitics.43 Evans and Reid tackle head-on the
debased political nature of the resilient subject. At its core, the ‘new doctrine’ of resilience is
about ‘abandon[ing] the dream of ever achieving security and embrac[ing] danger’.44 Threats
38
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are portrayed as endemic and out of human control. In this turbulent new world, the resilient
subject is expected to ‘permanently struggle to accommodate itself to the world’, rather than
thinking about changing it.45 Resilience represents a fundamental normative shift from the
‘belief in the possibility of security’ to ‘a new belief in the positivity of danger’.46 Importantly,
exposure to danger is not only seen as inevitable, but as necessary for taking part in the world.
Trauma and crises should not be avoided, but embraced as valuable ‘learning experiences from
which we have to grow and prosper’.47 The ontology of resilience, therefore, is vulnerability.48
Vulnerability does not reflect a deficit in the human capacity to protect itself from suffering but
is a necessary condition for living fully and productively. By normalizing vulnerability in this way,
resilience instantiates a biopolitical separation ‘between those who have the ability to secure
themselves from risk, against those who are asked to live up to their responsibilities by
accepting the conditions of their own vulnerability and asking not of the social’.49 Resilience
follows what Evans and Reid term the ‘lethal principle’ whereby the maladapted are allowed to
perish, ‘so that life may carry on living with more resolute purpose’.50 51 In this way, resilience
speaks to a general biopoliticization of security.52 As a biopolitical technology of rule, resilience
helps to govern the ‘emergency of emergence’ – the new fundamental characteristic of species
life.53 Evans and Reid’s ‘lethal principle’ is close to what Michael Dillon and Luis Lobo-Guerrero
have referred to as the ‘continuous assay of life’:
‘Their [‘biopolitical security practices’] purpose is […] to weigh life […] in order to determine
which life is capable of self-regulating itself in the cause of its self-improvement, adaptation
and change; and which forms of life have most to teach about these processes offering a
kind of best practice of living and preferred forms of life. Different life forms display
different capabilities in this respect. It therefore follows that some forms of life may be less
capable or incapable, and even hostile or resistant, to self-regulating themselves in the
cause of their self-improvement and adaptation. All life in some degree or another may
have to be coached in its biopolitical self-governance and some life may have to be subject
to more than coaching. Recalcitrant and intransigent forms of life may require punishment
and correction. Ultimately some life forms may be regarded as inimical to life itself and
these will have to be eliminated’.54g

The alternative suggested by Evans and Reid is a normative one of reconstituting the ‘human as
a fundamentally political subject’.55 They make the case for a ‘hubristic belief’ in the human
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ability to ‘secure itself from those elements of the world it encounters as hostile’.56 The ontology
of resilience is rejected normatively by defending an imaginary where people may aspire to a
life without ‘endless trauma and struggle’.57 This reconstituted foundation would allow for
meaningful social transformation in which humankind is again in charge of its own destiny. For
Evans and Reid, resilience seeks to maintain life the way it is or what they call the ‘non-death’
of society.58 In contrast to this status-quo orientation, they propose a return to utopian thinking:
the ‘revolutionary capacity to allow us to suspend normality for a moment, take ‘mental
liberties’’ and wilfully imagine ‘possible futures to come’.59 For Evans and Reid, the political
involves the basic human capacity to resist the conditions of our suffering and purposefully
‘transform worlds in ways that provide security’.60
Claudia Aradau formulates a similar critique of resilience.61 Her starting point is the way in which
resilience discourse problematizes future events as surprises.62 63. Resilience is the answer to a
governmental problematic of ‘‘un-ness’’: ‘unexpected, unknowable, unpredictable,
unmanageable events’.64 The primary victim of our necessarily limited knowledge of the future
is the promise of security. Resilience does not promise anything because it does not ‘‘tame’
contingency’ through the ‘reduction of ignorance and the dispelling of secrecy’.65 If our existing
frames of reference are useless for a complex, interconnected world, then preventative and
protective notions of security become impossible. Aradau draws out how future events become
ontologized as unknowable surprises, radically diminishing our political ability to change the
future.66 If we cannot know the future in a predictive way, we cannot purposefully act upon it.
In consequence, it becomes difficult to hold decisionmakers to account and engage in ‘collective
political action’.67
Evans and Reid as well as Aradau oppose resilience normatively. They envision a standpoint
from which the individual subject and political collective can rise above the complexities and
contingencies of the world and engage in a socially transformative collective project. Theirs is
an insightful engagement with the underlying ontology of resilience and its political
implications, but their alternative remains somewhat vague. While Evans and Reid imagine a
full political subject in contrast to the passive resilient subject, Aradau seeks to rescue
protective forms of security and political accountability. Biopolitical arguments highlight how
the resilience discourse silences certain forms of critique. However, these critiques do not tell
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us how resilience approaches make critique useful; how they ‘metabolize’ it into the process of
governing.68 Neoliberal and biopolitical readings of resilience demonstrate how the discourse
supresses or excludes collective political action and curbs human aspirations while reinforcing
governmental control. However, it would seem as if this kind of critique is grist to the resilience
mill, as we will see in the next two sections.

Resilience as Cybernetic Control: Functionalist Demands on Critique
Kevin Grove’s book Resilience offers an insightful critique of resilience as a knowledge-power
regime based on necessarily partial and limited truth claims.69 The crucial aspect which Grove
works out is that – contrary to the neoliberal governmentality argument – resilience discourse
and policy practice do not articulate a totalizing knowledge claim, or what he calls ‘a will to
truth’.70 For resilience thinking, truth is always bounded, expressing a limited, situated
understanding of the world which ‘can contribute to, but not determine, a better understanding
of complex systemic dynamics’.71 Resilience discourse does not work through objective
knowledge, but through the pragmatic synthesis of different necessarily partial claims to truth:
It ‘engages with the world from a position of necessarily limited knowledge and control’.72 73
and seeks to pragmatically combine diverse forms of knowing and experiencing the world. For
Grove, resilience thinking is about making difference useful. It articulates a ‘will to design’ which
tries to ‘contingently assemble diverse forms of knowledge and interests in ways that can
address specific problems of complexity’.74 Here, diversity and difference are celebrated and
actively incorporated into the policy process. Scientists and policymakers are invited to leave
their disciplinary silos and ‘recognize the value of perspectives that differ from their own’.75
The inability to know the world in a reductionist way fundamentally alters the policy process. It
turns policy from an endeavour to predict and control social and ecological systems to an
iterative experimentation process. Rather than a one-off instance of top-down intervention,
policy making becomes a reflexive learning exercise about the unique dynamics of a given socioecological system. Pragmatic knowledge about a specific system ‘emerges through the stepwise, adaptive process of interacting with the system: through designing interventions […],
monitoring how those interventions affect system performance, and adjusting interventions
based on the new information’.76 Uncertainty – the ontological inability to predict system
dynamics – turns from a barrier or saboteur of governance into a ‘vital resource that drives
forward the decision-making process’.77 The policy process thrives on surprises not because it
forces a ‘hidden truth’ to reveal itself, but because it allows policy practitioners to develop a
68
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better ‘inductive understanding of how the system responds to certain kinds of perturbations’.78
Crucially, the goal is not to acquire an analytical understanding of the system’s underlying
causalities. Experimentation is not geared towards hypothesis testing to generate theory.
Instead, it ‘bring[s] about surprises that enable learning’.79 In fact, in the resilience framework
intervening into the system and learning about it merge into one ongoing process.80
Notably, Grove highlights how resilience thinking complicates established practices of critique.
How do we critique a governmental discourse which does not pursue a will to truth?
Traditionally, the practice of critique in the social sciences has revolved around ‘demonstrating
the partiality of totalizing knowledge claims and their often-unacknowledged political biases
and effects’.81 As Grove forcefully puts it:
‘What are the possibilities for critical […] research when the outcome of this
research – the demonstration of difference and partiality of knowledge claims – is
precisely what a will to design values and seeks to incorporate into pragmatic,
solutions-oriented interventions? In other words, what happens when critique
becomes the motor rather than the saboteur of governmental practice?’.82
While traditional practices of critique rely on opposing and deconstructing totalizing knowledge
claims, resilience thinking starts with the assumption of necessarily partial and limited
knowledge and asks what governance can do with it. Resilience ‘makes transgression useful for
specific problems’.83 Conflict, contestation and subjugated knowledge become useful
opportunities to learn about a system and design a more context sensitive policy intervention.
In consequence, rather than trying to critique resilience for a totalizing knowledge claim it does
not articulate, Grove rejects the implicit demand on difference to make itself useful. Different
forms of knowing, experiencing and living in the world are relevant to the resilience discourse
only to the degree that they are ‘translatable and amendable to synthesis with other forms of
knowledge’ such as scientific and bureaucratic knowledge.84 Entire world views and episteme –
from indigenous cultures to intimate, place-bound, everyday knowledge – are treated as
‘rational abstractions that can be functionally re/combined’.85 Deviance and diversity must offer
some kind of practical value, ‘some kind of functional utility to others’.86 Niche thinking must
make itself legible in a way that fosters functional synthesis. Diverse forms of knowledge are
78
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judged according to the extent to which they provide abstract lessons for scientists, resource
managers and other stakeholders.87 So, while resilience does not build any objective truth about
the system, it ‘reduces the world to rational abstractions that can be functionally synthesized
with one another in order to develop pragmatic solutions to complex problems’.88 In this way,
resilience works as a cybernetic form of control. It sees diverse forms of knowledge as useful
resources for governance, while having to remove those cultural and ideological aspects which
potentially stand in the way of dialogue and the free flow of information as feedback. At the
heart of resilience lies a functionalist view of society built on consensus, downplaying the role
of power relations and inequalities.89 We can see here how neoliberal and biopolitical accounts
of resilience as a new totalizing knowledge claim miss the mark and can actually be
reformulated by the resilience discourse as the problem to be overcome. Resilience discourse
rejects any generalized account of society, including its neoliberal and biopolitical critiques. In
fact, by claiming that there is a coherent underlying logic to resilience, neoliberal and
biopolitical critiques become incorporated into the world that resilience is taking apart.

Resilience as Post-Liberalism: Ethical Self-Governance in a Complex World
David Chandler’s book Resilience: The Governance of Complexity engages with the ontology of
complexity underpinning the resilience discourse.90 For resilience thinking, our being in the
world is relational, embedded and contextual.91 Rather than standing apart from the world and
knowing it from an Archimedean point, we are always, already part of an interconnected and
interdependent world beyond our control and comprehension. The complex nature of the
world and the impossibility of an outside position mean that it is ‘not amendable to
appropriation within liberal frameworks of representation’.92 93 In the resilience framework, the
limits of our knowledge take centre stage. In fact, our ignorance is more important that what
we hubristically claim to know.94 Taking the unknowability of the world as its starting
assumption, resilience fundamentally alters the way we think about governance. Instead of
conceiving government as standing over and above the social and ecological world, governance
should receive its clues directly from life itself. Governing turns into a process of learning about
the complex interrelations of the world and adapting to them, rather than imposing
instrumental goals from the top-down ‘as if [complex systems] could be shaped or directed’.95
In a complex world, traditional modes of governing, based on hierarchy and reductionism,
necessarily backfire causing more negative unintended consequences.96 They ‘fly in the face of
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the ‘real’ processes of social causation’.97 In consequence, resilience inverts the relation
between governance and life. Resilience as a new governance approach is geared towards
facilitating the creative potential of life. Life is meant to guide and inform governance, rather
than the other way around. Life not only resists being governed in an instrumental, top-down
way, it may serve as a source of creativity and agency once liberal-universal artifice is overcome:
life ‘trumps human attempts to constrain and to order it. The power of life – understood as an
emergent system of ordering – always dwarfs the artifice of human understanding and
construction’.98 Self-organizing complex life is creative and resourceful with solutions coming
‘from the most unexpected sources’.99 Here, the aim of governance is to ‘harness the forces of
reality, to latch on to and to engage the organic processes at work in society’.100 101 One way in
which resilience approaches try to sync governance with life is by focusing on the ‘microknowledge and micro-tactics of the most ‘in-touch’ with this reality: those with the innate or
tacit knowledge required to respond and adapt’ – indigenous people, neighbourhood groups
and slum dwellers.102 In fact, the more marginalized and exposed, the better.
Celebrating life – understood as the ‘real-world’ processes of emergent self-organization –
invalidates traditional forms of critique which tried to unearth underlying power structures and
universal causalities. On the contrary, any attempt to theorize beneath the surface appearances
of the world as they present themselves in our personal experience would be hubristic and
dangerous. Any attempt to critique what exists – class, race, gender hierarchies – would merely
‘reinforce the essentialized understandings of liberal modernity’.103 Empiricism – ‘tracing
surface connections and following the actors in their everyday practices and understandings’ –
becomes the new mode of critique.104 The idea is to liberate ourselves from the confines of
‘reductionist, linear, representational thinking’ to fully appreciate and learn from the creative
potential of life as it really exists.105 Here, critique revolves less around understanding and
changing the world than ‘deconstructing phenomenological constructions of it’ and opening up
to the lessons that life can actually teach us.106 In this way, what used to count as radical critique
– the deconstruction of totalizing knowledge claims and the demonstration of their political bias
– becomes the dominant discourse of power.
What takes the place of socially transformative critique is a heightened sense of ethical selfawareness: ‘We become critical as a mode of being’, as a process of reflecting on our
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(problematic) relational embeddedness in the world.107 We start working on ourselves as
‘critical’ consumers in order to transform the world. In consequence, the governance of others
and the governance of the self become ‘indistinguishable’, once we no longer engage with the
world and its problems from an external subject position.108 The ‘only winner’ in this new
knowledge-power regime is governance itself.109
The post-liberal argument forcefully demonstrates how difficult it is to critique resilience from
within a modernist frame of reference; how, in fact, traditional critique is repositioned as a
barrier to learning from life. Chandler suggests a return to some sort of ‘separation of the self
from the world’:
‘Without the separation of the ethical subject from the world, it is impossible to
engage in transformative political projects based on the critique of structural
relations and the market. Instead, critique of the world is displaced by reflexive
ethico-political work on the self’.110
Chandler calls for a reconstitution of collective political action and meaning through struggle,
based on the assumption that ‘the world is amendable to human projects of transformation’.111
A key value-added of the post-liberal perspective is that it does not conceive resilience as a
coherent govern-mentality. The importance of resilience thinking lies less in cohering a specific
governmental technique or rationality than in showing a way to adjust to the collapse of the
modern liberal project of knowing and controlling the world – without, fundamentally changing
anything.112 Resilience thinking as a new governance ethos is not based on a firm knowledgepower regime. It is ‘situated precisely amid upheaval’ where thinking enjoys a degree of
freedom to formulate new problematizations.113 In addition, Chandler’s argument highlights
how the resilience discourse polices critique in a way that supresses all phenomenological
constructions of the world. Whenever humans set themselves apart from the world and
construct abstract knowledge, they are engaging in dangerous hubris. Authoritative knowledge
in the resilience discourse is necessarily partial, local and context-sensitive. The downside of
the post-liberal argument is that it ultimately falls back on the normative defence of constituted
liberal power. It does not challenge resilience on its own terms, but rather through a pregiven
political anthropology, i.e. liberal idealism.

A Pragmatist Way Forward
Resilience challenges our established modes of critique on several levels. The preceding
sections make clear how difficult it is to oppose resilience meaningfully from a classic liberal
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position of normative goals and generalised knowledge. Accusing resilience discourse of
reinforcing individual responsibilization and marketization is normatively appealing114, but it
fails to engage with resilience on its own terms as a new knowledge-power regime based on
limited and partial knowledge and, hence, the impossibility of intervening from the top-down
and in an instrumental way. If resilience was merely another way of repackaging the old
neoliberal truth claims of efficient markets, private initiative and strategic rational-choice
actors, it would not represent much of a challenge to established forms of critique. While
resilience might be many things, depending on the empirical context 115, scholarly critique needs
to take account of the fact that resilience no longer articulates a will to truth.116 It seeks to
facilitate reflexive, context-sensitive policy solutions to maintain the status quo – from a
position of necessarily limited and partial knowledge.
In contrast, postliberal readings discuss the new ontology of resilience, but their critique falls
back on a normative defence of humanist values.117 That is the ability of human beings to make
sense of the world in abstract terms and change it according to their own goals of security,
development and progress.
What would social critique look like if we took some of the core assumptions of resilience
seriously? What can critique look like if we build it up from the everyday experiences of people
en situation, as resilience suggests? What if we try to foster what Peter Rogers called the
‘positive articulation’ of resilience centred on ‘participation and citizen-led initiatives, opening
access to decision-making and empowering action in the community’?118 What can we
productively take away from resilience’s ‘deeply experimental ethos’?119 The pragmatist
sociology of Luc Boltanski offers some useful insights to these questions and possibly a way
forward.120 For a pragmatist sociology of critique, the starting point is the ‘moral expectations
which actors disclose in the course of their actions’.121 Rather than positing a universal moral
standard, pragmatism ‘develop[s] and synthesiz[es] the critiques developed by ‘people
themselves’ in the course of their everyday activities’.122 123 Pragmatist critique is eager to
engage the creativity of everyday actors in moments of dispute.124 Its normativity is less of a
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substantive than a procedural one: ‘Its main objective will be to sketch the contours of a social
order where different points of view can be expressed, opposed and realized through
experiments’.125 Pragmatism avoids the authoritarianism involved when open-ended
experiments are closed down.126 Pragmatism is open to potentially creative situations, rather
than dispositions and incorporations which present people as robots. It emphasizes the ‘critical
capacities’ of people.127 Actors are the main performers of the social and they act and think with
a degree of freedom from ‘cartographic descriptions of the world’.128 That is, actors are seen as
active, rather than passive. Unlike post-liberal critiques discussed above, pragmatism does not
evaluate a given social order against the normative standards of a ‘philosophical
anthropology’.129 There is no pre-formulated, metaphysical standard against which practices
are compared and evaluated.
The work of the pragmatist social scientist is first and foremost to ‘observ[e], describ[e] and
interpret situations where people engage in critique – that is disputes’.130 In so doing, it resists
the temptation to try to emancipate people ‘without their consent’ which, for Laura Sjoberg,
would be ‘violent’.131 This openness towards the views and critical insights of actors is
remarkably close to the emphasis of resilience discourse on local, everyday knowledge. Both
are appreciative and build on the actors’ own interpretations and critiques of the world.132
Critique here involves ‘expos[ing] the discrepancy between the social world as it is and as it
should be in order to satisfy people’s moral expectations’.133 This self-driven critical practice can
be facilitated through ‘access to practical devices and cognitive tools’ that allow actors to ‘break
their isolation by comparing situations, whose constraints they suffer, with different situations
wherein are immersed actors endowed with properties that are different, but with which a
comparison or approximation can be made’.134 In so doing, actors free themselves to some
extent from the material and ideological constraints of the social order and their discourse
‘rise[s] towards generality’.135 Pragmatism helps build up from the ground ‘collective systems’
through which actors can ‘extricate themselves from reality, challenge its validity and, above
all, reduce its powers’.136 Here, it is not the enlightened social scientist who reveals the social
order to a set of misguided agents, but the actors themselves who employ their critical potential
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to step outside the existing order and imagine an alternative one. The key issue is for situated
actors to distance themselves from reality. This bottom-up process can be supported by
sociological thinking ‘challenging a social order in its totality’ by taking a viewpoint external to
reality. This is akin to a ‘thought experiment’ which strips reality of its necessity and treats it ‘as
if it were relatively arbitrary’.137 In this way, Boltanski’s pragmatist sociology of critique allows
us to oppose the de-humanising and de-politicising effects of resilience outlined above, while
taking seriously resilience’s call to include situated actors and their everyday knowledge.
Pragmatism also allows us to take on-board resilience’s call for a synergy between everyday
knowledge and scientific research. In this way, it practices what Austin et al. call
‘companionship’.138 For Austin et al., critique cannot be practised alone, especially not by a
‘closed community of reason’ represented by privileged Western academia.139 The challenge
for the practice of critique is to overcome the artificial boundaries between ‘researcher and
object, or abstract-political and everyday situations’, in favour of ‘inclusive and symmetrical
approaches’.140 The inclusive, bottom-up type of critique which pragmatism offers is in tune
with resilience in that both oppose a hermeneutics of suspicion: ‘a form of critique that treats
its objects as an enemy that needs to be exposed, rather than as a companion to be engaged’.141
For Boltanski, critical theory needs to be backed up by a real-life ‘collective’.142 That is ‘ordinary
critiques’.143 In a spirit of intellectual and political companionship or camaraderie, the critical
theorist ‘develop[s] them differently, reformulate[s] them, and [is] destined to return to
them’.144 The critical theorist assists situated actors engaged in real-life struggles and disputes
to assume a ‘position of exteriority’ to the social order to which they find themselves
subjected.145 Pragmatism involves a double move: It ‘mak[es] use of the point of view of the
actors’ – their moral sense and sense of (in)justice – while combining them with the social
scientific tools necessary to conceive the social order in its totality. In short, pragmatists start
from the views articulated by situated actors engaged in everyday conflicts, but effectively assist
them in ‘ris[ing] towards generality’.146 The ‘rise towards generality’ is a key aspect of Boltanski’s
pragmatist approach and represents a fundamental difference to resilience thinking which
compartmentalized knowledge into individual, context-specific insights. Resilience essentially
polices critique by positing that any knowledge claim can only ever be partial and limited. If we
want to avoid the de-humanising and depoliticising aspects of the neoliberal and biopolitical
iterations of resilience – described so well by Joseph as well as Evans and Reid, respectively –
this seems to be a basic normative and epistemic assumption: While everyday actors engage
with the world from a perspective of partial and limited knowledge, their insights – assisted by
critical theorists – can gain in generality and assume a certain degree of reflexivity vis-à-vis the
social order.
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The cornerstone of Boltanski’s pragmatic sociology of critique are disputes.147 Everyday actors
are routinely engaged in disputes ‘about what has gone awry and how it can be resolved’.148 In
these disputes, actors constantly have to justify the criteria for judging a given situation.
Through these justifying practices, different ‘orders of worth’ (grandeurs) are articulated and
tested, often with a view to fostering the common good.149 In this way, ordinary people
continuously engage in critique: the ‘discursively articulated search for principles that are
defensible in terms of their practical worth and normative validity’.150 The practice of critique
as conceived by Boltanski, therefore, involves much more than the technocratic neoliberal call
for local ownership and bottom-up governance. The pragmatic sociology of critique posits a
‘symmetrical position’ of ordinary people and analysts.151 In contrast to the neoliberal discourse
of inclusion – geared towards efficiency – pragmatists acknowledge the deeply political ability
of ordinary actors to ‘differentiate legitimate and illegitimate ways of rendering criticisms and
justifications’.152 Here, inclusion is not about increasing the efficiency of a pre-formulated policy
project.153 Instead, it involves conflict about the basic normative order of society.
Helping situated actors grasp the political circumstances of their existence as relatively arbitrary
and, thus, open to change can be supported by a Foucauldian genealogy.154 As Colin Koopman
has worked out, genealogy as problematization seeks to explicate and conceptualize ‘a complex
set of practices that have contingently coalesced’ to shape the conditions of possibility of the
world around us.155 According to Koopman, genealogy ‘neither legitimates nor delegitimates’.156
It initiates rather than concludes critical thought: ‘It brings into focus the problems to which
further critical work must develop responses’.157 Genealogy as problematization is uniquely
compatible with pragmatism’s bottom-up, experimental approach because it ‘problematize[s]
our present so as to reveal conditions we must work on to experimentally create an improved
future’.158 Genealogy can provide useful insights into the history of the present, while
pragmatism’s focus on the normative claims of situated actors is more future-oriented: ‘[T]he
backward-facing genealogist hands off material to the forward-facing pragmatist’.159 In this
division of labour, genealogy is in charge of bringing out historical problematizations, while
pragmatist critique works towards ‘future reconstruction’.160 Genealogy provides situated
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actors and the social scientists who accompany and facilitate their critique with the necessary
‘reflexive relationship to the contingencies that make us who we are such that we can begin the
long and hard labour of transforming those remarkably stable structures to which we find
ourselves subjected’.161

Conclusion
This article has provided a critical review of the most important conceptual readings of
resilience: neoliberal, biopolitical, cybernetic and postliberal. These are distinct conceptual
frameworks which, nevertheless, share a common interest in critiquing resilience as a
depoliticising, socially regressive mode of governing emergence. While the neoliberal reading is
well-established 162 and covers many empirical practices in the areas of counter-terrorism and
security 163, it does not really engage with the new ontological assumptions of resilience. Here,
critique is straightforward and well-worn. Resilience is seen as a way of rolling back state
responsibilities in favour of the market and putting the burden on individuals to help
themselves. Rather than increasing autonomy, it is a manipulative instrument to increase
governmental power over people.
Brad Evans and Julian Reid’s biopolitical interpretation takes issue with the ontology of
vulnerability underlying the resilience discourse.164 The subject’s political abilities are silenced
in favour of adaptive ones. People are thrown into an uncertain and uncontrollable world in
which suffering and trauma should be seen as opportunities for self-growth. This is a sinister
de-humanising move which consigns people to passively suffer without giving them a political
horizon to overcome the sources of insecurity and deprivation. However, while this is a
powerful normative critique, it fails to take resilience seriously on its own terms. In a resilience
framework, collective attempts to protect and secure only make things worse. The hubristic
attempts to know and control the world around us are precisely the problem to be overcome.
Evans and Reid’s critique is ‘truly counter-systemic’.165 But it is unable to oppose resilience
thinking on its own terms.
Kevin Grove’s critique is a Foucauldian genealogy of resilience.166 It is less concerned with
opposing resilience discourse on normative grounds then with working out how it operates as
a new governmental approach based on necessarily partial and limited knowledge. Critique in
the social sciences has traditionally been geared towards deconstructing totalizing knowledge
claims. This critical practice is precisely what resilience thinking builds on and wants to make
useful. Grove’s critique consists in demonstrating the functionalist demands put on subjugated
knowledge. Indigenous, local and everyday understandings are welcome, but only to the extent
that they offer functional insights into the workings of specific complex adaptive systems.
Resilience thinking wants to make difference useful. The problem with Grove’s cybernetic
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critique is that it still assumes an outside governing position from which to manage complex
adaptive systems. While resource managers, policy practitioners and other stakeholders have
to continuously learn about the systems they try to improve, they are still seen as somehow
separate from them, able to govern through more context-sensitive, synthetic knowledge.
The eroding outside position of governance is the central issue in David Chandler’s post-liberal
argument.167 For Chandler, there is no outside from which to intervene into a world of
complexity. All actors, including those in government, are always, already embedded in nonlinear, emergent processes of causation. There is no position of superior knowledge or power
from which to control and guide the world. Instead of imposing phenomenological
constructions onto the world, including those of the rational strategic subject and the invisible
hand of the market, the challenge is to learn from life’s autonomous self-organizing dynamics.
Government has to be informed by life, instead of setting itself over and above it. What we are
left with is the ethical imperative to critically reflect on the unintended consequences of our
individual actions. Ultimately, Chandler reverts to reserving a separate space for politics,
founded on the idea that human collectives can explain and change the world.
Resilience is not a coherent policy paradigm. It is a loose cluster of thoughts which can be
articulated differently, including subversively.168 The challenge is to take onboard those positive
elements of resilience thinking which foster the inclusion of local, everyday actors and their
critical capabilities while keeping our distance from neoliberal iterations of resilience.
Boltanski’s pragmatist sociology of critique offers a potential way forward, allowing us to both
oppose the de-humanising effects of resilience and profit from its call to include situated actors
and their bottom-up knowledge.169 Pragmatist critique starts from the moral concerns
articulated by actors en situation. It is their understanding of injustice and inequality that are
the foundation of critical work. Social scientists do not reveal a hidden truth to them or posit a
pre-given (liberal) anthropology, but rather generalise these bottom-up expressions of dissent.
In this way, the pragmatist form of critique is open to resilience’s call for inclusion, while giving
social science a role to play in formulating a systematic view of society and its problems.
Importantly, pragmatism does not advocate an unthinking reliance on everyday
understandings. There is a co-production of meaning by both lay actors and social scientists.
While everyday understandings provide the normative basis for critique, social scientists
contribute to critique through general social theory. Situated actors and sociologists are seen
as collaborators in the critical project. The role of the critical sociologist proposed in this paper
is akin to what Jonathan Austin called the ‘parasitical researcher’.170 Due to their ‘interstitital
positionality’ between different lifeworlds, social science researchers are able to ‘collect,
gather, and combine multiple aspects of sociopolitical experience in ways that individual
humans or collectivities cannot’.171 Unlike situated everyday actors, social scientists are
uniquely able to ‘travel through multiple worlds in order to combine and compose distinct
entities into novel configurations’.172 There is, thus, a real added-value of the social scientist in
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the pragmatist co-production of critique. Pragmatism in this article has been used as a way to
salvage critique. However, this does not suggest a smooth unproblematic relation between lay
actors and social scientists. While both sides should collaborate with each other, their alliance
might be one of ‘awkwardly linked incompatibilities’.173 Friction might well be at the heart of
their relation: ‘working across difference’ where the aim is not to erase difference ‘but to make
it part of the political program’.174 Collaboration across difference demands that we appreciate
how knowledge ‘comes from other sources’.175 This article has argued that pragmatism – taking
onboard key aspects of resilience thinking – can help us to ‘juxtapos[e] and blend[…] our
combined intellectual stock’.176 In this framework, ‘misunderstandings’ and ‘incomprehensions’
between situated everyday actors and critical social scientists might actually be a source of the
coalition’s success.177
Pragmatism can also make use of resilience’s ‘deeply experimental ethos’.178 As Stephanie
Wakefield has powerfully argued in the context of the Anthropocene back loop, we are ‘free to
use the best lessons of resilience practice and discourse to challenge its worst aspects, to open
up a much wider field of possibility and with a much broader set of actors’.179 Fostering broad
and continuous experimentation would help prevent critique from being reabsorbed into
governance as yet-another functional insight into the system. There exist ‘alternative meanings
of resilience’180 beyond neoliberalism, biopolitics, cybernetics and post-liberalism. Pragmatism
can be one way of teasing them out empirically and conceptually.
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